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What's New In Dirk 039;s Piano Tuner?

Dirk's Piano Tuner is an application designed to calculate the ideal tuning for any piano and is ideal
for analyzing how you should adjust the pitches and your piano's strings to achieve an optimal
tuning. Key features: - Over 3,000 combinations! - 3 year of research and development -
Comprehensive tutorial that should be seen as a sort of 'FAQ' for those using the app for the first
time - A wide variety of measures from classical, jazz, western, R&B, and other styles to narrow
down the results. - A useful 'Music's key info' which gives you the exact notes played and the piano's
signature (as well as the song's key) and overall unique identifier of the piano. - A valuable 'Music's
Keyboard Layout' which helps you understand how to adjust your settings depending on the music
style and the location of your keys on the piano. - A useful 'List' function which allows you to quickly
see which strings need to be tuned and if there is a need for a single string per note. - A useful
'Tone's Volume' feature which adjusts the note's pitch depending on the loudness or softness of the
original tone - A useful 'Note's Brightness' feature which also adjusts the pitch based on the
brightness or dullness of the original tone. - A useful 'Mix' function which allows you to adjust the
final tuning based on the music type and the tuning range. - A helpful 'Key' feature which helps you
figure out which piano keys need to be adjusted. - Compatible with numerous instruments including:
- Acoustic and electric pianos - Electronic organs - String instruments - Brass instruments - Others -
Optimized for the iPhone, iPod touch and iPad. We're sorry that this app isn't available in your
country. Please contact us via email at support@supercell.com to provide us with the country-
specific email, or follow the instructions at Description: Dirk's Piano Tuner is an application
designed to calculate the ideal tuning for any piano and is ideal for analyzing how you should adjust
the pitches and your piano's strings to achieve an optimal tuning. Key features: - Over 3,000
combinations! - 3 year of research and development - Comprehensive tutorial that should be seen as
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a sort of 'FAQ&#



System Requirements For Dirk 039;s Piano Tuner:

Additional Requirements: The NVIDIA K8 Support Pack for Desura 1.0.5.2 and 1.0.6 NVIDIA Quadro
and Tesla Support Pack for Desura 1.0.5.2 and 1.0.6 NVIDIA Display Driver Version 4.0 Notes:
NVIDIA supports Desura on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1 with NVIDIA
Quadro graphics or NVIDIA Tesla (Fermi or Maxwell) graphics. See NVIDIA K8 Support Pack for
Desura 1.0.5
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